The letter to the editor "Safety concerns in pregnancy", written by Yalcinkaya et al. ([@b1-cln_69p504]), was very interesting, questioning the real benefits of performing invasive tests during pregnancy. In particular, regarding the case report entitled "Congenital aneurysmal circumflex coronary artery fistula in a pregnant woman" ([@b2-cln_69p504]), written by our group, the authors considered no benefit and suggested there may even be a potentially harmful effect associated with performing a hemodynamic study during pregnancy for the evaluation of an asymptomatic coronary fistula.

From our point of view, in this specific case, it was important to perform a hemodynamic study because the echocardiogram was not completely conclusive for the diagnosis of a coronary fistula and because there was a substantial risk of a differential diagnosis of anomalous origin of the coronary arteries ([@b3-cln_69p504]). In the presented case, the echocardiogram showed a markedly dilated left coronary artery, which could indicate anomalous origin of the right coronary artery. It is known that anomalous origin of a coronary artery can induce ischemic events in both a mother and her fetus at the end of pregnancy and during the delivery period ([@b4-cln_69p504]). Therefore, it was imperative to definitively discard the possibility of that harmful condition. An invasive hemodynamic exam is still considered as the gold standard method to investigate coronary fistulas and anomalous origin of a coronary artery and can be performed with a very low risk to either the mother or fetus when the recommended precautions are observed, including appropriate abdominal lead coverage for the mother and minimized fluoroscopy time ([@b5-cln_69p504]). Fortunately, in the case that we presented, cardiac catheterization confirmed the diagnosis of a coronary fistula, enabling clinical management throughout the time remaining until the delivery.
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